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PRODUCT

Dear colleagues!

Meet GRANDPRO, an innovative 
family of premium margarines for 
chefs, made in Russia. 

As a practicing pastry chef and 
startup advisor, I use GRANDPRO 
every day, particularly in recipes 
for sponge cakes, shortcrust and 
puff pastry, and in all sorts of 
icings. 

GRANDPRO has everything food 
facilities and confectioneries need:   
processability, a wide scope of 
application, stable result, excellent 
texture and delicious taste of your 
pastry and dessert. It is also highly 
cost-effective, which is something 
any food facility manager appre-
ciates.

Premium margarine developed specifically for 
haute cuisine chefs. Made for the most ambitious 
endeavors. 

GRANDPRO is a modern, technologically advanced 
100% vegetable product.  It’s perfect for both classic 
recipes and vegan and healthy diets. The margarine 
has a wonderful cream flavor, top quality, and 
excellent heating ability. Heat-resistant and stable in 
use and properties, it is a key to a successful result.

Work wonders in the kitchen, use original, fine 
recipes, enrapture sophisticated guests and 
scrupulous food critics.
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EKATERINA KRIGER,
GRANDPRO Ambassador 

and Brand Chef 

WHY GRANDPRO?

•  Perfect for creating new 
flavors and recipes 

• Highly processible in a wide 
temperature range

• 100% vegetable

• Guaranteed stability in work 
and successful result

• High water-binding capacity 
provides greater yield 

• Extra wide scope of 
application – works well with 
other ingredients and dough 
and confectionery varieties



COMPARISON FAMILY OF MARGARINES

GRANDPRO

GRANDPRO

Trans-isomers level*

Oleic acid Omega

Polyunsaturated fatty 
acids Оmega 6

Milk fat

Cholesterol

Saturated fatty acids

Trans-isomers level*

Cholesterol

Suitable for making different 
product categories

High performance in a wide range of 
temperatures

Greater finished product yield due to 
high water-binding capacity 

Longer shelf life of the 
finished product**

Creates a stable structure of the semi-
finished product for freezing**

< 2%
20–38%

10–22%
0%

0 mg

47%

< 2%
0 mg

+

+

+

+

+

Butter

3–7% 
9–21%

1–4%
78–82,5%
185 mg

65%

Other margarine

< 2%
0 mg

+

-

-

-

-

* per 100g of product

** Thanks to the 
special mixture of 

emulsifiers that 
promotes formation of 
smaller water drops in 

the structure and their 
more even distribution

Each of our products has excellent organoleptic 
properties, creamy aroma and taste. 

Moreover, GRANDPRO margarines offer a much 
wider scope of applications than butter. 

We’ve made sure GRANDPRO can give any 
confectionery the properties it needs to have.

This is how four margarine varieties 
for different applications appeared.

The GRANDPRO premium margarine 
collection is of much help in making 

vegetarian or dairy-free pastry. 

If you prefer high quality, delicious taste and a 
healthy lifestyle, GRANDPRO is your right choice.

This multi-purpose product is perfect for making 
puffy and appetizing vegan pastry.

CAKE
for rich dough 
pastry and 
oriental sweets

TART
for shortcrust 
pastry

CREAM
for cake, roll 
cake and 
souffle icings 
and fillings

CROISSANT
for airy puff 
pastry
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CAKE

With the GRANDPRO Cake margarine, your
pastry will look perfect, have a rich creamy taste 

and airy texture.

Fat in dry matter 82%

Ingredients: refined deodorized vegetable oils 
(including modified oils), drinking water, emulsifiers 

(Е471, Е475, Е433), table salt (max 1%), flavoring agent, 
antioxidant: ascorbic acid, mixed tocopherols 

concentrate; acidity regulator: citric acid, dye: E160a.

Energy value (calorie content) per 100g of 
product: 3,030 kJ/740 kcal

Item number: 331110 

Packaging: 10 kg box

•  For all types of rich dough
pastries.

• Suitable for oriental sweets,
rich dough pastry and
confectionery recipes.

• Provides a stable
homogeneous emulsion.

• Has a high aerating capacity
for light and airy pastry.

• Makes your pastry look
perfect.

• Gives a rich creamy flavor.

• Includes a special mixture of
emulsifiers for a longer shelf
life of your pastry.

CAKE

Crumb 
texture

Taste Volume

GRANDPRO Butter Other 
margarine
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GRANDPRO margarine has a high 
dough aerating capacity.

Even porous structure and airy 
crumb.



CAKE CAKEРЕЦЕПТ RECIPE

COOKIES

300g Muscovado sugar
120g sugar

240g GRANDPRO Cake margarine 
20g hazelnut praline paste

2 eggs
480g flour

5g baking soda
10g sea salt

50g cocoa powder
100g dark chocolate

Directions: 
Mix both types of sugar with 
softened margarine. Add praline 
paste and eggs, stir. Stir in flour with 
baking soda and salt, add cocoa 
powder and mix again. Add 
chopped chocolate and knead the 
dough quickly.
Use a tablespoon or an ice cream 
scoop to spread the dough pieces 
(30-35g each) on a parchment-
lined baking sheet and put in the 
refrigerator for 1 hour.
Preheat the oven to 160°C.
Take the baking sheet from the 
refrigerator, press the cookies down 
slightly and bake for 10-12 minutes.
Let the cookies cool to make them 
crispy, but not crumbly and serve.RECIPE BY 

Alexey Serebryakov 
Pastry Chef

Café Pushkin
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Find more recipes at 
www.grandpro.pro



CAKE CAKELIFEHACK ЛАЙФХАК

HOW TO BOOST 
DOUGH 

FERMENTATION WITH 
GRANDPRO CAKE

Ekaterina Kriger,
GRANDPRO 
Ambassador and Brand Chef 

Add GRANDPRO Cake at the end 
of kneading (within the last 3 
minutes). This will make your dough 
more pliable and elastic. And sifted 
flour will make it puffier, filling it 
with air.
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TART

The GRANDPRO Tart margarine makes your pastry 
melting and short. The cookies have a perfect shape 

and structure. The dough is filled with air.

Fat in dry matter 82%

Ingredients: refined deodorized vegetable oils 
(including modified oils), drinking water, emulsifiers 

(Е471, Е475, Е433, soy lecithin), table salt (max 1%), 
flavoring agent, antioxidant: ascorbic acid, mixed 

tocopherols concentrate; acidity regulator: citric acid, 
dye: E160a. 

Energy value (calorie content) per 100g of 
product: 3,030 kJ/740 kcal

Item number: 338210 

Packaging: 10 kg box

•  Suitable for shortcrust pastry.

• Gives a well-homogenized 
emulsion to prevent excessive 
dough firmness.

• Provides easy manual and 
mechanical dough molding.

• Has excellent whipping qualities 
for a fluffy, air-saturated mass, 
giving volume to the dough.

• Extends pastry’s shelf life.

TART

The GRANDPRO margarine has 
better whipping qualities than 
butter or other margarines.

Whips up quicker.

GRANDPRO  Butter Other 
margarine
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TART CAKERECIPE CAKE

PLUM PIE

20g GRANDPRO Tart margarine
2 tbsp cane sugar

1 tsp ground cinnamon
400g plums

For almond flour crust:
150g powdered sugar

50g flour
150g almond flour

5g raising agent
150g GRANDPRO Tart margarine 

2 eggs

Directions:
For the dough, put powdered 
sugar, both types of flour of and 
raising agent into a bowl. Add 
softened margarine and beat with a 
mixer until fluffy white mass. Add 
eggs, one at a time, whipping until 
white. Put the dough into a pastry 
bag.

Grease a 24 cm springform pan with 
margarine, sprinkle with cane sugar 
and cinnamon. Cut the plums in half 
and pit them.

Spread the plums all over the pan, 
and cover with the dough.

Heat the oven to 170°C and bake for 
30 minutes.  Cool for a while, cut and 
serve.

RECIPE BY
Maria Fedorova

Pastry Chef, Ugolek Restaurant; 
international-level advisor
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Find more recipes at  
www.grandpro.pro



CAKE TARTЛАЙФХАК LIFEHACK

PERFECT SHORTCRUST 
DOUGH SECRETS WITH 

GRANDPRO TART

Ekaterina Kriger,
GRANDPRO Ambassador 
and Brand Chef

To get perfect shortcrust dough, 
make sure all the ingredients are 
of the same temperature, i.e. 
margarine, eggs, sugar, etc. should 
be 18–22 ºС. Another important 
thing is kneading time – no more 
than 3 to 5 minutes. This will make 
your dough more elastic and 
prevent excessive aeration. Don’t 
forget to prick the dough (for 
cakes) or use perforated baking 
molds to get evenly baked dough.
For decoration, roll out the dough 
twice as thin as that for the tart.
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CREAM

 GRANDPRO Cream provides fluffy cream 
mass in 5 minutes. The finished cream has a 
stable shape and a tender and light texture.

Fat in dry matter 84%

Ingredients: refined deodorized vegetable oils 
(including modified oils), drinking water, emulsifiers 
(Е471, Е475, Е433, soy lecithin), preservative: E202, 

flavoring agent, antioxidant: ascorbic acid, mixed 
tocopherols concentrate; acidity regulator: citric acid, 

dye: E160a

Energy value (calorie content) per 100g of 
product: 3,110 kJ/760 kcal

Item number: 338410 

Packaging: 10 kg box

•  For icings and 
confectionery fillings.

• Perfect for sophisticated, 
multicomponent icings.

• Has a high aerating 
capacity for a light, airy, and 
fluffy cream texture.

• Binds liquid ingredients 
well.

• Provides high performance 
at a temperature range of 
10–20°С.

• Gives a rich creamy taste 
and flavor.

CREAM

GRANDPRO provides up to 3 times 
bigger cream volume.

The margarine binds up to 200% of 
the syrup during cream whipping.

The cream mass is stable, holds 
shape for long.

GRANDPRO ButterOther 
margarine
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CAKE СREAMРЕЦЕПТ RECIPE

PEAR TARTLETS WITH 
GINGER ICE CREAM

For shortcrust dough:
150g GRANDPRO Cake margarine 

95g powdered sugar
250g wheat flour
30g almond flour

1g salt
55g eggs

For ice cream with a hint of ginger: 
100ml milk

550ml cream (34%)
40g powdered milk

35ml trimoline (invert sugar)
45g dextrose

20ml glucose syrup
12g stabilizer

80ml ginger juice

For almond cream: 
100g eggs
100g sugar
100g GRANDPRO 
Cream margarine 
100g almond flour
1kg pear varieties

RECIPE BY
Guzel (Giselle) Magdieva
Pastry Chef and Catering 
Consultant
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Find more recipes at 
www.grandpro.pro



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW 
ABOUT GRANDPRO CREAM 

MARGARINE

Ekaterina Kriger,
GRANDPRO Ambassador 
and Brand Chef

GRADPRO Cream has a discreet creamy aroma 
and pleasant taste. It helps uncover and 

enhance any creamy texture of your dessert. It 
works especially well for making icings like 

buttercream, curd, glace.

СREAM RECIPE СREAM     LIFEHACK

Directions:

For shortcrust dough, whip margarine with 
powdered sugar. Add both types of flour, salt, eggs 

and make the dough. Cover the dough with food 
wrap and refrigerate for at least 6 hours.

For ice cream, pour milk and cream in a saucepan. 
Add powdered milk, trimoline, dextrose, glucose 

syrup, stabilizer and bring to a boil. Cool quickly down 
to 4°C and add ginger juice. Refrigerate for at least 

10-12 hours to stabilize. Then put in the freezer. Whip 
with a pacojet before serving.

For cream, beat up eggs with sugar, add softened 
margarine and almond flour.    Beat until smooth. Heat 
the oven to 170°C. Roll out the shortcrust dough into 
a 2-2.5 mm thick sheet, cut out circles and put them 
in tartlet molds. Bake for about 15 minutes until light 

golden brown.

Peel and cube about 1/3 of the 
pears. Take the tartlets from the 
oven, use a pastry bag to spread 
the almond cream and pear 
pieces, bake for 5-10 minutes.
Peel the remaining pears. Cut one 
part into thin wedges, use a 
noisette spoon to cut out balls 
from the others.
Arrange the pear wedges and balls 
nicely on cooled tartlets. Serve 
with ginger an ice cream quenelle.
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CROISSANT

The GRANDPRO Croissant
Margarine boosts oven rise

Fat in dry matter 82%

Ingredients: refined deodorized vegetable oils 
(including modified oils), drinking water, emulsifiers 

(Е471, Е475, soy lecithin), table salt (max 1%), 
preservative: E202, flavoring agent, antioxidant: 

mixed tocopherols concentrate; acidity regulator: 
citric acid, dye: E160a.

Energy value (calorie content) per 100g of 
product: 3,030 kJ/740 kcal

Item number: 338310

Packaging: 10 kg box, 2 kg blocks

•  For all types of puff 
pastry.

• Easy to use in a wide 
temperature range due 
to high pliability.

• Does not leak out during 
proofing and baking

• Perfect shape and size of 
products if the cooking 
method is followed.

• Provides uniform 
layering.

CROISSANT

The GRANDPRO margarine 
provides perfect, even layers 
and volume

GRANDPRO ButterOther 
margarine
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Oven rise
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CAKE CROISSANTРЕЦЕПТ RECIPE

CRISPY DOUGH 
APPLE TATINS

For puff pastry:
1170ml water

70ml milk
25g fresh yeast

350g wheat flour
150g Manitoba flour

50g sugar
10ml trimoline (invert sugar)

10g salt
50g butter

250g GRANDPRO 
Croissant margarine

For apple filling: 
500g Golden apples
50ml water
100g sugar

RECIPE BY
Valentina Dyd
Pastry Chef, Aist Restaurant
(Novikov Grouр)

27

Find more recipes at  
www.grandpro.pro



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO 
WORK WITH CHILLED GRANDPRO 

CROISSANT MARGARINE

Ekaterina Kriger,
GRANDPRO Ambassador 
and Brand Chef

As you may know, maintaining a certain dough 
temperature is essential for many pastries. 

To do this, you need chilled ingredients. But there 
may be a problem with fats, as they’re hard at low 
temperatures and spread unevenly in the dough. 
There used to be a stone-age method of beating 

margarine with a rolling pin to break down 
the crystalline structure, while keeping the 

temperature low.
Nowadays there are specialized dough sheeters 

used for puff pastry. So if you use them to roll out 
GRANDPRO Сroissant, you’ll get a perfectly 

homogenous and elastic product, 
with its temperature low enough to work with. 

For ease of use, GRANDPRO Croissant 
is pre-packaged in 2 kg blocks.

CROISSANT RECIPE CROISSANT LIFEHACK

Directions:

For the dough, mix water and milk, heat up a bit, 
pour into a bowl and dissolve the yeast in the 

mixture. Sift both types of flour into the bowl, add 
sugar, trimoline and salt.

Add room-temperature butter to the bowl with the 
dissolved yeast, mix and start to gradually add 

flour to make the dough. Shape the dough into a 
ball and leave in a warm place to proof for 1-1.5 

hours. Then punch and refrigerate for 30 minutes.
Roll margarine between two layers of parchment 

into a thin layer and refrigerate.
Roll out the risen dough into a rectangular sheet 

twice as wide as the margarine layer, put 
margarine on top and envelope with the dough. 

Roll out, envelope again and refrigerate for 20 
minutes. Repeat rolling, enveloping and 

refrigerating two more times.

For the filling, peel and core 
the apples, cut into round slices. 
Pour water into a saucepan, add 
sugar. Stirring constantly, bring 
the mixture to a boil. Lower the 
heat and simmer until the caramel 
is dark.
Heat the oven to 160°C. Roll out 
the puff pastry into a sheet, cut out 
15 cm circles and put on a 
parchment-lined baking sheet. 
Cover the dough with apples and 
caramel in layers (leave a little 
caramel for serving). Bake for 40 
minutes. Drizzle the caramel you 
left over the tarts and serve with 
vanilla ice cream.
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PERFECT PASTRY. 
PASTRY CHEFS OF MOSCOW

The contributors of this book – chefs and 
pastry chefs – shared their secrets of success, 

delightful recipes and feedback on 
GRANDPRO premium margarine.

Get inspired with  GRANDPRO

Authors:
•  Elena Anurina, Pastry Chef, Meat 

& Fish Restaurant;
• Valentina Dyd, Pastry Chef, Aist 

Restaurant (Novikov Group);
• Ekaterina Kriger, Pastry Chef, Farro 

Restaurant
• Guzel (Giselle) Magdieva, Pastry 

Chef and Catering Consultant;
• Alexey Serebryakov, Pastry Chef, 

Café Pushkin;
• Elena Stanovova, Pastry Chef, 

Online Cooking School Teacher;
• Maria Fedorova, Pastry Chef, 

Ugolek Restaurant.

INSPIRATION OPINIONFind e-book at 
www.grandpro.pro

HIGH MARGIN WITH 
GRANDPRO

Ekaterina Kriger,
GRANDPRO Ambassador 
and Brand Chef

It's no secret that the success of any final 
product hinges on a combination of factors 

such as taste, appearance (decor, design) and 
reduced cost.

Many of our partners, chefs have been 
benefitting from using GRANDPRO in their 

production processes, restaurant kitchens and 
pastry shops as a perfect tool to pursue their 

cooking endeavors. Furthermore, delicious 
final products secure a good margin, so the 

business could make good money and grow.
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EXPERTISE EXPERTISE

TAMARA DUKHU
Pastry Development 

Manager

"GRANDPRO margarines are for those who 
appreciate guaranteed quality: they are made 

with love, with a ‘margin of safety’ in performance 
and well-balanced sensory properties to preserve 

and delicately highlight the basic taste of any 
confectionery."

NATALIA EFIMOVA,
Promotion Manager

"We make the innovative 
GRANDPRO margarine technology 
into new opportunities to bring 
your ideas to life."

"The first thing that drives our brand forward is 
advanced technology and new tools, and the best 
products and ingredients that help us create and 

do more. The second is, of course, our commitment 
and true passion for what we do! GRANDPRO 

margarines provide stability in the creative process, 
so you could enjoy the result. It’s something that 

inspires!”

ANNA VANCHIKOVA
After-Sale Support Engineer

GRANDPRO is a premium 
margarine developed specifically 
for haute cuisine chefs. It’s perfect 
for both classic recipes and vegan 
and healthy diets and helps with 
the most ambitious cooking 
endeavors.
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GRANDPRO EXPERTS WILL HELP 
YOU AT EVERY STEP ON YOUR 

WAY TO PERFECTION

SVETLANA PYATAEVA,
Specialized Margarine 

Development Manager



PRODUCTION QUALITY STANDARDS

Saratov factory, making GRANDPRO margarines, 
was founded in 1953. It is the main site for introducing 

innovative developments by RUSAGRO.
It is located in Saratov, the administrative 

center of the Saratov region which is the leader in 
gross sunflower yield in Russia.

It’s Russia’s 2nd biggest plant making oils and fats for 
food industry.

# 1  

# 2 
 
# 2  
# 2   

consumer margarine 
producer
raw vegetable oil 
producer
mayonnaise producer
producer of oils and fats 
for food industry

All certificates, 
specifications and 

other documents are 
available at  

www.grandpro.pro
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REVIEWS REVIEWS

"I'll be honest, I didn't expect margarine to be so good.  
Now I know I’ll definitely use it for shortcrust and puff 

pastry. GRANDPRO makes your shortcrust dough more 
crispy and puff pastry more airy. It also tastes good. I 
was worried about how the margarine would taste in 

the icing. But I shouldn’t have! It gives a delicious, 
creamy taste. No any foreign smell or flavor. Besides, 
I’ve realized GRANDPRO is a perfect base for vegan 

and dairy-free desserts and I’m already recommending 
it to my students. I’m really happy to have a product like 

this available in the confectionery market.”

"The first GRANDPRO family product I used was 
GRANDPRO Cake. I tried it to make cakes to a recipe 

that usually included vegetable oil. I liked what I got: 
the cakes were more tender and elastic after baking. I 
add this margarine to make caramel too. Its properties 

are identical to those of butter, the caramel does not 
separate and remains very smooth and thick even after 
it’s left unused for a long time.  I like to use GRANDPRO 

for different types of dough (especially shortcrust), 
caramel, or as a texture stabilizer in other fillings.

"I was excited to test a family of GRANDPRO premium 
margarines. It’s a truly unique product, as the market has 

never seen anything of the kind before. I can say safely 
this margarine is not inferior in quality to butter, or even 

better in certain aspects. For example, it’s free of any 
animal fats, which is important for vegetarians and those 
for vegetarians and fasters. I recommend GRANDPRO to 

my fellow pastry chefs as a high-performing and 
functional product for creativity!"

"The GRANDPRO family was a revelation for 
me as a really top-quality professional product, a viable 
alternative to butter. GRANDPRO Cream is my favorite. 

It’s a perfect emulsifier that makes the icing easy 
to whip and a good stabilizer. Plus it is lower in calories. 

Thanks to GRANDPRO, I’ve had an interesting 
experience and found inspiration.   Perfect Pastry. 

Pastry Chefs of Moscow is for those who keep up with 
the times. My favorite recipe from the book is Carrot 

and Sea Buckthorn Cake."
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MARINA ROMANOVA
Rosemarycake 
Pastry Chef 
Novokuznetsk

VIKTORIA MURAVYOVA 
Organic Origin 
Gastromarket Pastry Chef
Saint Petersburg

DMITRY YURASOV, 
Wine & Crab 
Pastry Chef
Moscow

MARINA BOBKOVA, 
Process Designer, 
Raspak, LLC 
At-Home Pastry Chef



WHERE TO BUY WHERE TO BUY

Region Distributor Phone Website E-mail
Astrakhan 
Region

Mir CO, LLC 1в Optovaya St., Solyanka 
settlement, Narimanov District, 
416130, Astrakhan Region

+7 (927) 569-91-42
+7 (927) 569-91-43

https://mirkonditer.
ecwid.reg.ru/

32-46-66@bk.ru

Vladimir 
Region

Trade, LLC 20A Kuybysheva St., 
Vladimir

+7 (4922) 53-36-66
+7 (4922) 37-24-49
+7 (4922) 47-46-17

https://palitravk.ru/ vladimir@palitravk.ru

Volgograd 
Region

Kaskad, LLC 5 Betonnaya St., 
400075, Volgograd

+7 (8442) 54-53-42
+7 (8442) 78-74-23 
+7 (937) 694-34-82

http://kaskad.
company/

kaskad_kond@mail.ru

Ivanovo 
Region

SBS TD, LLC 18A/3 Vspolyinskoye Pole St., 
room 13, Yaroslavl 150049, 
Yaroslavl Region   

+7 (4852) 45-93-14
+7 (4852) 72-11-20 
+7 (4852) 49-35-57

https://yarsbs.ru/ sbs_yar99@mail.ru

+7 (3952) 70-95-18
+7 (3952) 70-95-19

nikitina04@mail.ru

Kabardino-
Balkarian 
Republic

Suvorovsky redut-
Stavropolye, LLC

13/3 Staromaryevskoye Shosse 
St., Stavropol
32А Yermolova St., Pyatigorsk

+7 (861) 210-10-30 https://www.
suvredut.ru/  
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-stav@suvredut.ru

Kaluga Region Gildia Romb, LLC +7 (910) 940-41-86

Kamchatka 
Territory

Raw Material Supply 
Center, LLC

103 100 Let Vladivostoku 
Ave., office 444a, Vladivostok

+7 (423) 231-78-41 https://ingredient.
pro/

zakaz@css-vl.ru

Karachay-
Cherkess Republic

Suvorovsky redut-
Stavropolye, LLC

13/3 Staromaryevskoye Shosse 
St., Stavropol

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/"

info-stav@suvredut.ru

Kemerovo 
Region

Prodsnab, LLC +7 (923) 631-25-55 gold_mix42@mail.ru

INKOMPEKAR, LLC +7 (961) 707-88-87 inkompekar@mail.ru
Kirov Region FOOD ADDITIVES, 

LLC
42б Karl Marx St., Kirov +7 (8332) 41-51-45

+7 (8332) 41-51-52
+7 (912) 706-76-67

http://pd-k.ru/ maria@pd-k.ru

Kostroma 
Region

SBS TD, LLC 18A/3 Vspolyinskoye Pole St., 
room 13, Yaroslavl 150049, 
Yaroslavl Region   13

+7 (4852) 45-93-14
+7 (4852) 72-11920 
+7 (4852) 49-35-57

https://yarsbs.ru/  sbs_yar99@mail.ru

Krasnodar 
Territory

Suvorovsky Redut 
Kuban TD

33 Truda St., Sochi
2/1 Berezovaya St., Znamensky 
settlement, Krasnodar
77 Vorovskogo St., Armavir
190 Tamanskaya St., Kanevskaya stanitsa

+7 (861) 210-10-30 https://www.
suvredut.ru/  
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-kuban@suvredut.ru

Krasnoyarsk 
Territory

Kompanyon 
Krasnoyarsk, LLC

+7 (391) 218-08-38
+7 (391) 225-08-43

kompanion.krsk@mail.ru

Food Ingredients, LLC 169 Kalinina St., office 2-5, 
Krasnoyarsk 
(KrasnoyarskKraiSnabSbyt base)

+7 (391) 268-23-49
+7 (391) 986-86-06

http://september124.
ru/

ekaterina_shkut@
foodresource.ru

Leningrad 
Region

Inagro TK, LLC 44 Izmaylovskoye 
Shosse, Moscow

+7 (905) 771-87-65 http://inagro-
industrial.ru/

dvn@inagro.ru

Magadan 
Region

Raw Material Supply 
Center, LLC

103 100 Let Vladivostoku Ave., 
office 444a, Vladivostok

+7 (423) 231-78-41 https://ingredient.
pro/

zakaz@css-vl.ru

Moscow TRUSTING, LLC 16 2nd Vyazovsky Drive, 
Moscow

+7 (499) 704-11-11 http://trusting.ru/ info@trusting.ru

Inagro TK, LLC 44 Izmaylovskoye 
Shosse, Moscow

+7 (905) 771-87-65 http://inagro-
industrial.ru/

dvn@inagro.ru

KHORSA, LLC 7/1 2nd Khoroshevsky Drive, 
Moscow 123007

3690583@mail.ru

Moscow 
Region

Sozvediye, LLC 2 Tekstilschikov St., 
Balashikha

www.donprod.ru mossvg14@gmail.com

Nizhny Novgorod 
Region

PK MASLOTORG, LLC 17A Kuzbasskaya St., 
Nizhny Novgorod 603108

+7 (926) 792-73-98 
(Marina)

+7 (903) 130-88-66 
+7 (916) 324-08-75

+7 (831) 277-84-21 
+7 (831) 277-84-22 
+7 (831) 277-84-23

http://маргком.рф/ regiontorg_99@mail.ru

Novgorod 
Region

Inagro TK, LLC 44 Izmaylovskoye Shosse, 
Moscow

+7 (905) 771-87-65 http://inagro-
industrial.ru/

dvn@inagro.ru

Omsk Region KonditerKhleb, LLC +7 (3812) 57-22-16 
+7 (3812 )57-10-31

http://1293.xn--p1ai/ 1@1293.рф

Perm Territory Sole Proprietor 
Shelkovnikov

22, 12/3 Khlebozavodskaya St., 
Perm 614990

+7 (342) 201-81-02 http://scald-perm.ru/
katalog/sloika.php

gaa@scald.perm.ru

103 100 Let Vladivostoku Ave., 
office 444a, Vladivostok

+7 (423) 231-78-41 https://ingredient.

www.suvredut.ru/

zakaz@css-vl.ru

Pskov Region Inagro TK +7 (905) 771-87965 dvn@inagro.ru

Republic of 
Adygea

Suvorovsky Redut 
Kuban TD, LLC

33 Truda St., Sochi
2/1 Berezovaya St., Znamensky 
settlement, Krasnodar
77 Vorovskogo St., Armavir 
190 Tamanskaya St., Kanevskaya stanitsa

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-kuban@suvredut.ru

16 Gridasova St., Barnaul, 
Altai Territory

+7 (3852) 46-20-31
+7 (3852) 46-75-85 
+7 (923) 717-10-40
+7 (923) 718-60-30

www.psnab22.ru russnab06@mail.ru
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Irkutsk Region Leader Trade, LLC

32А Yermolova St., Pyatigorsk

Region Distributor Phone Website E-mailAddress

Altai Republic Altaicom, LLC

Primorsky 
Territory

Raw Material Supply 
Center, LLC

199/1 10 Let Oktyabrya St., 
Omsk 

pro/
44 Izmaylovskoye Shosse, 
Moscow



Republic of 
Bashkortostan

GLOBUS TPO, LLC 31 Malaya Silikatnaya St., 
Ufa 450015, Bashkortostan

+7 (917) 345-60-95 https://tpo-globus.ru/
katalog/
maslozhirovaya-
produktsiya/
margarin/margarin-
dlya-kremov-84/

tpo-globus@yandex.ru

Republic of 
Buryatia

Leader Trade, LLC +7 (3952) 70-95-18
+7 (3952) 70-95-19

nikitina04@mail.ru

Republic of 
Dagestan

Sole Proprietor 
A. U. Zubayrov

349/6 Kazbekova Ave., 
Municipal District Semender 
settlement, Makhachkala 

+7 (988) 292-05-55 http://www.tk-
maxtrade.ru/partner

office@tk-maxtrade.ru

Republic of 
Ingushetia

Suvorovsky Redut 
Kuban TD, LLC

33 Truda St., Sochi
2/1 Berezovaya St., Znamensky 
settlement, Krasnodar
77 Vorovskogo St., Armavir
190 Tamanskaya St., Kanevskaya stanitsa

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-kuban@suvredut.ru

Komi Republic FOOD ADDITIVES, LLC 42б Karl Marx St., Kirov +7 (8332) 41-51-45
+7 (8332) 41-51-52
+7 (912) 706-76-67

http://pd-k.ru/ maria@pd-k.ru

Mari El Republic SELENA, LLC 50 Karbysheva St., office 17, 
Kazan 420087, Republic of 
Tatarstan

+7 (917) 293-50-82 гелиада-казань.рф selekta@bk.ru

Republic of North 
Ossetia-Alania

Suvorovsky redut-
Stavropolye, LLC

13/3 Staromaryevskoye Shosse 
St., Stavropol
32А Yermolova St., Pyatigorsk

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-stav@suvredut.ru

Republic of 
Tatarstan

SELENA, LLC 50 Karbysheva St., office 17, 
Kazan 420087, Republic of 
Tatarstan

+7 (917) 293-50-82 гелиада-казань.рф selekta@bk.ru

Chuvash 
Republic

SELENA, LLC 50 Karbysheva St., office 17, 
Kazan 420087, Republic of 
Tatarstan

+7 (917) 293-50-82 гелиада-казань.рф selekta@bk.ru

Rostov Region Suvorovsky redut-
Don TD, LLC

31Ж Orskaya St., 
Rostov-on-Don 
(near Mercury Shopping Mall)

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-don@suvredut.ru

Ryazan Region Gildia Romb, LLC +7 (910) 940-41-86

Saratov Region RSK, LLC 108б Kalinina St., office 207, 
Penza

+7 (800) 555-54-99 https://rsk58.ru/ rsk20177@mail.ru

Sverdlovsk 
Region

BusinessChance, LLC 58 Blyukhera, offices 407, 409, 
412, 620137 Yekaterinburg

+7 (343) 264-23-20 http://bchanse.ru/
nashi_partneryi

bisneschanse@ 
yandex.ru

Sevastopol, 
Crimea

Suvorovsky redut-
Crimea, LLC

9th km of Moskovskoye 
Shosse, Simferopol (Dali Base)

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
konditermarket.ru/

info-crimea@ 
suvredut.ru

Smolensk Region Sole Proprietor 
L. A. Danielyan

+7 (4812) 27-14-96 
+7 (4812) 27-02-39 
+7 (920) 663-10-11

http://www.velma-
smol.ru/

velma2000@yandex.ru

Stavropol 
Territory

24 Sverdlova St., Smolensk

Suvorovsky redut-
Stavropolye, LLC

13/3 Staromaryevskoye Shosse 
St., Stavropol
32А Yermolova St., Pyatigorsk

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-stav@suvredut.ru

Tver Region 9 1st Plekhanova Drive, 
170021 Tver

asoyda@yandex.ru

Tomsk region 8 Berezovaya St., 
634063 Tomsk

planeta@planets.ru

Tula Region

Tyumen Region

Sole Proprietor Soyda

Zima TK, LLC 180 Б 50 Let Oktyabrya St., 
Tyumen

+7 (4822) 45-20-45 
+7 (910) 534-25-19 
(Tatyana)

+7 (3822) 68-20-92 www.planets.ru

+7 (910) 940-41-86

+7 (3452) 27-41-41 https://zima94.ru/
catalog/ingredienty/

tk@zima94.ru

Ulyanovsk 
Region

Sole Proprietor Sorokin

Sole Proprietor 
Osadchenko

25 Hero of Russia Averyanov 
Drive, 432035 Ulyanovsk

+7 (8422) 65-21-00 
+7 (8422) 65-21-93
+7 (902) 244-93-51

http://www.ulbinom.
ru/production/
margariny

ulbinom@mail.ru

Chelyabinsk 
Region

Samotsvet TK, LLC 30a 2nd Potrebitelskaya St., 
454045 Chelyabinsk

+7 (351) 217-32-00 https://samotsvet74.
ru/

info@samotsvet74.ru

Shingareev, LLC 10б Avtomobilistov St., 
Magnitogorsk

+7 (3519) 37-30-83 http://breadservice.
ru/

xleb_mgn@mail.ru

Chechen 
Republic

Gildia Romb, LLC

Suvorovsky redut-
Stavropolye, LLC

13/3 Staromaryevskoye Shosse 
St., Stavropol
32А Yermolova St., Pyatigorsk

+7 (861) 210-10-30 www.suvredut.ru/ 
https://
konditermarket.ru/

info-stav@suvredut.ru

Chukotsky, JSC Raw Material Supply 
Center, LLC

103 100 Let Vladivostoku Ave., 
office 444a, Vladivostok

+7 (423) 231-78-41 https://ingredient.
pro/

zakaz@css-vl.ru

Yaroslavl 
Region

SBS TD, LLC 18A/3 Vspolyinskoye Pole St., 
room 13, Yaroslavl 150049, 
Yaroslavl Region   

+7 (4852) 45-93-14
+7 (4852) 72-11-20
+7 (4852) 49-35-57

https://yarsbs.ru/  sbs_yar99@mail.ru

Kyrgyzstan Ejoo Trade, LLC 4 Shokan Valikhanov St., Bishkek, 
Kyrgyzstan

+996 559 886400
+996 559 993400

www.ejoo.kg ejootrade@gmail.com

Serbia JABLANICA MP DOO 636 Bul. kr. Aleksandra, Belgrade, 
Serbia

+381 63 655 533 www.jablanicamp.
com/

jablanicampuvozizvoz@
gmail.com

Tajikistan Alika, LLC +992917737376 www.alika.tj malika@alika.tj
Fayzi Khurshed, LLC Gagarina St., Sughd Province, 

Khujand
+992927773645 https://fayzi-

khurshed.tj
sharif_7676@mail.ru
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7a Rudaki Ave., Dushanbe 734012 



www.grandpro.pro
E-mail: grandpro@rusagromaslo.com

Telegram: t.me/grandpro_pro
ВКонтакте: vk.com/grandpro_pro




